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 Chapter 10: Location & Direction 

1. to, toward 

2. from 

3. above, over 

4. beneath, below, under, basement 

5. beneath, below, under, basement 

6. background 

7. here, this 

8. there 

9. there 

10. far 

11. near, close, approach 

12. middle, center 

13. middle, center 

14. around, surrounding 

15. around, surrounding 

16. through 

17. away 

18. face, confront, before, presence 

19. dissolve, melt, fade, disappear, going away 

20. gone, missing, absent 

21. all gone, run out of 

22. between, average 

23. advance, high, promotion, exalt 

24. high 

25. forward, onward, go ahead, move on, proceed, get 

along 

26. from now on 

27. enter, go in 

28. maximum, up to 

29. less than 

30. more than, over, above 

31. on 

32. off 

33. establish, set up, founded 

34. foundation 

35. opposite, contrary, enemy 

36. ahead 

37. behind 

38. next to, beside, neighbor 

39. front 

40. against, versus, sue 

41. top 

42. place, location 

43. outside 

44. together 

45. separate, apart 

46. postpone, delay, put off, reschedule 

47. postpone, delay, put off, reschedule 

48. procrastinate 

49. exchange, replace, trade, instead of 

50. local, region, neighborhood, native 

51. less, reduce 

52. area 

53. area 

54. approximately, around, about 

55. corner 

56. distance 

57. north 

58. south 

59. east 

60. west 



Grammar & Deaf Culture:

Chapter 10:
Location & Direction



Eye Contact:
It’s important to understand the role of eye 

contact in Deaf culture. Not maintaining eye 

contact during a conversation is

considered rude.

Breaking eye contact

signals that you aren’t

paying attention, are

day-dreaming, or don’t

wish to participate in

the conversation. 



• Look at people in the eye, BOTH as 

you sign and also watch people sign.

• Eye contact does not mean to stare!

• Since Deaf people generally rely on 

their eyes far more than hearing 

people, broken eye

contact is easily

spotted.

Eye Contact Tips:



Remember some aspects of ASL 

grammar (such as body/gaze shifting) 

will break eye contact temporarily 

but will return eye contact to the 

person immediately after.

Eye Contact Tips (continued)



Spatial Agreement:
In ASL, the space around your body has 

significance and is used for several purposes.

It’s important to be aware of this when 

signing as well as watching someone sign to 

understand the

various meanings

the use of space

can convey.



Spatial Agreement:
Keep in mind where you place people or 

places around you (deixis) and appropriately 

refer to them with your signing especially 

with transitive (directional) verbs.

Examples:

1. I love my job. Everyday, I go early.

2. My brother never helps me.

3. My flight to California is at 9AM, my return   

flight tomorrow is at 11PM. 



Spatial Agreement & Time
Spatial agreement can be used to show 

reference to time. If an event will happen in 

the distant future, the same modification in 

signing is used to point at faraway objects to 

show chronological distance.

Will / Future Will / Distant Future



Shoulder Shifting
Shoulder-shifting is a feature unique to 

ASL. Shoulder shifting is a way to 

distinguish several pieces of information 

in a signed sentence by slightly moving 

your head and shoulders in a different 

direction for each detail.



Shoulder Shifting with AND/OR
Shoulder-shifting is commonly used to express the 
concepts of AND as well as OR.

Examples:
The School has hearing and Deaf students
I’m happy and sad.

For the concept of OR, the WH question
“WHICH” should always be signed at the
end since you are asking a question with
choices.

Examples: 
Is she Deaf or hearing?
Are you excited or scared?



Shoulder Shifting with Referencing
Shoulder-shifting is used when referencing 
people or things “set up” in the space around 
you (deixis). After people or things are set up 
using deixis, they may be referred to only using 
shoulder shifting.

Example:
I like work and I like school. At work I love 
socializing and at school I love learning. Work 
helps me stay busy while school helps me look 
forward to and get excited for the future.



Shoulder Shifting with Listing
Shoulder-shifting can also be used 
when listing several ideas or objects in 
the space around you.

Example:
My son doesn’t
know what he wants
to be. Maybe a cop,
firefighter, pilot,
teacher, writer…



Contrastive Structure
Another use for Shoulder-shifting is to 

contrast topics/pieces of information in the 

same sentence.  This will NOT include the 

deixis.  The signer will simply shoulder-shift 

with each concept or idea.  When shifted a 

specific direction, the signer can give 

information about that topic then shift to the 

new topic to give information about that one.

Example: Dogs vs Cats, Eager Student vs Lazy Student 



The Signer’s Perspective Principle
In ASL, always remember directions or 

locations being signed are always from 

the signer’s perspective.

Never change the

perspective when

signing directions

or describing

locations.
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